WAR DEPARTMENT
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE CENTER
INCOMING CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

From: CG 313th Bomb Wing, Tinian
To: War Department
No: APCOM 5445 9 August 1945

To WAR Mag Gen. To 3080 personal from Farrell to O'Leary. APCOM 5445. Pass copies to Specks and Hmits.

Following information just received by radio coded following exact wording from Ashworth.

Bomb did Nagasaki 090158JZ visually with no fighter opposition and no flak. Results "technically successful but other factors involved make conference necessary before taking further steps. Visible effects about equal to Hiroshima. Trouble in airplane following delivery requires us to proceed to Okinawa. Fuel only to get to Okinawa."

End

8% Fwd at 11:10 PM EWT

ACTION: Me, J Deusey
INFO: Gen Arnold; Gen Hull; Gen Bissell; USAF STAF (R)
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